Understanding Cyclothymia and Bipolar Disorder

New eBook by Duane Keagan Seeks to Inform on the Relationship Between Cyclomythia and
BiPolar Disorder Cyclomythia and Bipolar Disorder is a new book by Duan Keagan being
released on Amazon for Kindle. Cyclothymia disorder is the topic of Keagans new book on
Amazon, and hopes to shed light on an underdiagnosed medical condition that is characterized
by â€œchronic, fluctuating mood disturbanceâ€• and with â€œmany periods of hypomanic
symptoms.â€• For those familiar with bipolar disorder this will seem very similar to what
theyve been told are relavant symptoms of their condition. The disorder also includes manic
periods and mood swings, not severe or damaging enough to be categorized or diagnosed as a
bipolar disorder. However, those who suffer from it require treatment and assistance that is
targeted specifically for their illness and not flung under some medical aegis that leaves
patients in a state of either â€œoverâ€• or â€œunderâ€• treatment. The purpose of the book is
not only to shed light on what the Cyclothymia disorder is in its base diagnosis and
description, but also what it is not and why it deserves its own partition from bipolarism.
Keagans mission is to not only educate those who may have this condition but also to inform
those who are in the medical community or are effected by someone with the condition so that
better treatment options can be made available. The book is filled with information on the
subject, including etiology, diagnosis, and treatment options. People who have no knowledge
of the subject may quickly get up to speed by the time their reading is concluded. The books
intended audience is both individuals who are looking for answers on the subject and even
treatment providers. It would make an excellent in-office resource to provide patients.
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There are several types of bipolar disorder; all involve episodes of depression and mania to a
degree. Bipolar I disorder involves periods of severe mood episodes from mania to depression.
Bipolar II disorder is a milder form of mood elevation, involving milder episodes of. Both
cyclothymia and bipolar disorder are characterized by extreme mood . Understanding the signs
of bipolar disorder can be challenging. Cyclothymia. If mood swings are considered to be a
part of a larger schizophrenic disorder, then Cyclothymia becomes an associated feature of a
psychotic disorder. If one or more mood episodes reach clinical mood episode proportions,
then a diagnosis of Bipolar I or II is appropriate. Explore information on bipolar disorder,
including signs and symptoms, (also called cyclothymia)â€” defined by numerous periods of
hypomanic symptoms as helps scientists better understand bipolar disorder and predict which
types of. Beyond occasional reference to Types I and II, bipolar disorder is usually I never
realized cyclothymia was on the Bi-Polar spectrum, but it.
Understanding Cyclothymia and Bipolar Disorder [Duane Keagan] on Amazon. com. *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. New eBook by Duane Keagan Seeks .
But individuals with bipolar II tend to struggle with more severe depression. As Preston
explained, there also are important differences between cyclothymia and .
Cyclothymic disorder is a milder form of bipolar disorder, characterized by episodes of To
understand the causes of cyclothymia, it may be useful to explore the. Bipolar III disorder is a
term for cyclothymia, a condition where your moods cycle between hypomania and depression
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but are not typically.
Also called cyclothymic disorder, this mood disorder causes emotional ups and downs that are
less extreme than bipolar disorder. Learn about. Decrease your risk of bipolar I or II disorder,
because cyclothymia carries and your mental health provider understand the effect of
treatments.
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